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BendmakUSA to Attend NASCC: The Steel Conference for the First Time

BendmakUSA, a leading manufacturer of structural positioning systems as well as precision drilling &
bending machines, is excited to announce that they will be attending NASCC: The Steel Conference for
the first time. The conference will be held on April 12th-14th, 2023 in Charlotte, North Carolina.

As a first-time attendee, BendmakUSA is eager to participate in the conference and showcase their
state-of-the-art precision drilling, bending and material positioning machines to the steel industry.
BendmakUSA's machines are known for their high precision, durability, and ease of use, making them a
popular choice among steel fabricators and manufacturers worldwide.

"We are thrilled to attend NASCC and showcase our precision bending machines to the steel industry,"
said Andy Kamashian, CEO of BendmakUSA. "This conference is a great opportunity for us to connect
with industry professionals and demonstrate how our machines can improve efficiency and precision in
steel fabrication."

NASCC: The Steel Conference is the largest steel conference in North America and offers attendees the
opportunity to learn about the latest trends, technologies, and innovations in the steel industry. With over
150 educational sessions and an expo featuring over 200 exhibitors, the conference is a must-attend
event for anyone in the steel industry.

BendmakUSA will be exhibiting at booth #545 during the conference. Visitors can expect to see live
demonstrations of BendmakUSA's precision drilling systems utilizing integrated beam rotation, section
bending machines and beam rotators. The BendmakUSA sales & support staff will be on hand to speak
with manufacturers about their specific needs.

For more information about BendmakUSA and their precision bending machines, please visit
www.bendmakusa.com.

For more information about NASCC: The Steel Conference, please visit www.aisc.org/nascc.
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